B ig data analytics are widely touted as a key innovation to improve health care. Although the term big data is variably defined, it generally implies the application of advanced statistical analyses, with names such as machine learning, artificial intelligence, or cognitive computing, to data sources that greatly exceed the size and complexity of databases traditionally used for healthcare analyses. 1 Somewhat counterintuitively, data volume alone does not qualify an analysis as big data analytics. The term more appropriately refers to analytic and computational techniques, combined with information technology innovations, that were specifically developed to yield insights from the large quantities of data that are increasingly common in the digital economy. Big data analytics offer the promise of turning large amounts of data into superior predictive models that can be used to improve healthcare quality and outcomes.
Since its inception, Circulation: Cardiovascular Quality and Outcomes has focused on using scientifically rigorous data analyses to improve health care, 2 thus the journal is a natural home for scientific investigations using big data analytic techniques. The current Special Issue highlights several highquality studies that reveal the depth and breadth of these new methods and points toward a future where big data analytics are incorporated into the daily practice of all clinicians, much as big data analytics routinely impact the everyday online experiences of millions of users of Google, Amazon, and other internet-based companies.
Although the term big data is a relatively new invention, 1 many of the techniques of big data analytics have been in existence for decades, and the field of biomedical informatics has been critical to their development. 3 Several recent phenomena have converged to move big data analytics to the forefront of health care, including the widespread adoption of electronic medical records and subsequent digitization of large volumes of healthcare data, advancements in computing and information technology capabilities, and a cadre of data scientists who are migrating to the healthcare sector and who bring knowhow and experience gained in other data-intensive industries. However, it is not yet clear how big data should change healthcare delivery. Big data methods do not solve all data and analytic problems, and they also present unique challenges to the process of evaluating the methodological rigor and validity of data analysis and results. Healthcare interventions based on big data analytics will need thorough evaluation to prove their effectiveness because new methods of analyzing data do not address the real-world challenges of implementing new healthcare practices and improving quality.
Advantages of Big Data Analytics
The potential for big data analytics to transform healthcare is tantalizing, including the development of clinical prediction models that outperform the standard paradigm where a relatively small (eg, <100) number of variables are preselected as potential predictors and an even smaller number of predictive variables (eg, <10) are retained in a final prediction model. Cardiovascular medicine has been a leader in the clinical use of models developed using these techniques. Examples include the criteria proposed by Goldman et al 4 and Detsky et al 5 for preoperative cardiac risk assessment, the thrombolysis in myocardial infarction risk score for prognosis in acute coronary syndrome, 6 and the CHA 2 DS 2 -VASc score for stroke prediction in atrial fibrillation. 7 Conversely, big data analytics can potentially use thousands of variables, with tens of thousands of permutations, to produce dynamic predictive models that are continuously informed by newly collected information, as opposed to the static models generated by standard multivariable regression methods. Big data analytics are also adaptive to temporal and geographic variation in the data streams that are being analyzed, thus predictions are tailored to the time and place that they are generated.
The advantages of big data analytics are principally based on the following 2 premises:
1. Premise 1: It is not possible to prespecify all possible causal and associational pathways in a data environment with thousands (or hundreds of thousands) of variables. In fact, efforts at prespecification inherently reduce the predictive ability of the data by artificially constraining the choice set of predictors to a limited subset of possible inputs. 8 By instead allowing computational algorithms to test a large number of potential associations, the data are empowered to speak for itself, and patterns of association may be identified that could not have been predicted in advance, even by the most knowledgeable investigator(s). 2. Premise 2: To maximize operational usefulness, clinical prediction models must adapt to changes in the data over both space and time. 9 Logistic regression models (eg, CHA 2 DS 2 -VASc) produce the same prediction of atrial fibrillation stroke risk, given the same values on the model's 7 individual input variables, whether a patient is a low-income resident of West Philadelphia receiving care in a public health clinic or a wealthy resident of Atherton, California, receiving concierge care from her private physician. The model's prediction that these 2 hypothetical patients have identical stroke risk is almost certainly wrong because stroke risk is undoubtedly determined by many more factors than the 7 CHA 2 DS 2 -VASc inputs. In contrast, big data analytics that can learn on the job and adjust predictions based on variables unique to the time and place at which the data are generated may have a significant advantage in predictive accuracy. Furthermore, as risk factors and their relationship to adverse outcomes inevitably change over time, big data analytic models can naturally adapt, whereas static prediction models derived from a single derivation data set cannot.
Blackjack Conundrum
Although big data analytics have undeniable potential advantages, advocates frequently overlook some of the basic observational data analysis problems that are not solved by better algorithms, more computational power, and petabytes of data. 1 The game of blackjack provides a simple example of the 2 fundamental problems with any exercise in predictive analysis, regardless of data set size or computational power or methods-namely, the problems of unobservability and randomness. Beating the house with 95% (or even 55%) frequency in blackjack would require both accurate knowledge of the identity of face-down cards and knowledge of the cards that are to be dealt next from the deck. But because face-down cards are (obviously) unobservable, and the cards coming out of the deck (in the absence of card-counting techniques) are essentially random, no amount of data, analytic complexity, or machine learning can increase a good blackjack player's longterm win (ie, predictive) percentage above ≈40%. 10 The same 2 issues of unobservability and randomness likewise bedevil prediction in health care. Not infrequently, important predictors of health outcomes may be unobservable-defined as neither measured directly nor measured by some combination of proxy measures, analogous to the facedown card in blackjack. It is tempting to assume that in the comprehensive electronic medical record era, all important predictors of health outcomes are captured in the data, but this is simply not true. Second, the impact of random events in determining many health outcomes cannot necessarily be ignored and in some instances is considerable. The occurrence of most adverse medical events is likely influenced in part by a multitude of essentially random processes that defy prediction, even with a superabundance of data. Thus, we should not be surprised when big data analytics fail to provide predictive information that greatly surpasses standard statistical methods in predictive accuracy. 3, 11 Even in the age of the electronic health record, data quality remains a challenge to precise prediction at the point of care. Missing and inaccurate data, particularly on patient-centered outcomes, imperil the ability of any predictive method to accurately classify patients. Although machines can be programmed to learn from their previous mistakes, it is important to recognize that big data cannot fix bad data.
Is "Data Science" Science?
In addition to fundamental data problems that remain unsolved by big data analytics, the complexity and nonstatic nature of these methods are a challenge for traditional scientific reporting in journals. The fundamental idea behind scientific publication is the axiom of reproducibility, that is, a scientific team reports their methods and results in a manner that would permit another scientific team to reproduce the results of the study. By its nature, big data analytics defies this axiom by (1) the analytic process's continually adapting to changes in the data, thus there is no model to present in a scientific report, (2) the use of complex computational algorithms that are difficult to describe to the uninitiated in the constrained space of a typical scientific methods section, and (3) an ever-expanding lexicon of big data analytic techniques (ridge regression, the lasso, generalized additive models, random forests, boosting, support vector machines, k-means clustering, etc) that are unfamiliar to a large fraction of most medical journals' readership, even to those that are familiar with the basic tools of statistical analysis. In these ways, data science is more akin to engineering-in which the focus is typically on solving a set of unique design problems-rather than to biomedical sciences where the focus is on understanding the workings of the natural world.
This difference poses a unique challenge to journal editors, reviewers (including statistical experts), and readers. How can the methodological quality of big data analytics be externally evaluated? Some of the most rigorous published scientific reports using big data analytics have provided lengthy appendices with careful documentation and voluminous code (R, Python, MATLAB, etc), but given the exponentially expanding syntax and variety of programming languages and techniques, even the most savvy reviewers will not be fluent in all languages. Nor are editors, reviewers, and readers likely to have the time necessary to deconstruct thousands of lines of code and assess its appropriateness for the task. The alternative to this level of review is even less appealing-namely, analytic methods written as a terse stream of statistical jargon that is incomprehensible to most readers and that reveals little of the inner workings of the modeling process, that is, the metaphoric black box. To ensure the integrity of the scientific peer review process of big data analytics, novel methods of evaluation will need to be developed.
Concerns about the transparency of big data analytics are not confined to journal editors. In an era where healthcare quality report cards are typically reported as ratios of observed to predicted adverse events, it is important for healthcare providers, policymakers, and payers to clearly understand the methods that produce the predicted events denominators. Big data methods may increase the accuracy of the predicted number of adverse events per surgeon or hospital, but if the methods are buried in machine-learning algorithms, this will not enhance stakeholder trust in the accuracy and fairness of quality ratings.
Beyond transparency, while big data analytics are incorporated into clinical practice, it will be vital to compare the clinical outcomes resulting from their use versus outcomes from previously developed clinical decision support tools. Although published comparisons of various predictive techniques should appropriately use the statistical methods (C statistics, etc) developed to quantify the performance of competing classification schemes, it is also important to recognize that numeric improvement in prediction performance may not necessarily translate into better health outcomes for patients. Thus, beyond demonstrating better C statistics, evidence that big data predictive models actually improve health outcomes when applied in real-world clinical settings, while not producing unintended consequences that harm patients, is essential. The stakes in healthcare decision making are arguably higher than the use of big data analytics applied in many other fields. The promise of big data analytics is not a valid excuse to bypass the requirement that innovations must be scientifically proven to be effective in practice.
In this regard, 2 additional issues are worthwhile to highlight as big data analytics emerge in health care: causal inference and quality improvement. Both are critical to the operational, effective use of data to improve health outcomes, yet neither are necessarily enhanced by new analytic methods.
In Healthcare, Causal Inference Matters
As with any observational data analysis, associations between predictors and outcomes in big data analytic models cannot be determined to be causal or noncausal. The risk of identifying spurious associations (classic examples include sunspot activity correlated with the stock market 12 and coffee consumption associated with pancreatic cancer 13 ) is higher when the number of associations being tested is greater, and when there is no previous knowledge of causal pathway plausibility guiding the selection of model predictors. This is important because in many (most) instances, clinicians, administrators, and policymakers want to know not only who the patients in their clinics/hospitals/health systems are that will have an adverse clinical outcome but also why the adverse outcome occurred-that is, the identity of causal variables and whether those variables are modifiable. So although it is important to predict, for example, which intensive care unit patients are highly likely to develop bloodstream infections because of central intravenous catheters, it is also essential to identify key modifiable causal factors that could reduce the future incidence of bloodstream infections.
Quality Improvement Is More Than Analytics
The complexity of healthcare delivery creates barriers to the appropriate use of information. There is no assurance that the availability of new, accurate predictive information about patients will transform the process of health care so that adverse events are avoided and the probability of good outcomes is maximized. Big data analytics has the potential to generate useful predictive information that could be delivered to clinicians in a timely fashion (via electronic medical record pop-ups, text messages, e-mail, etc), but that information may be overlooked by clinicians bombarded with too much information or ignored because the appropriate action in response to the information is neither obvious nor simple. 14 Thus, better predictive information is necessary but not sufficient for the optimization of healthcare outcomes, and lessons from the relatively new field of implementation science will be essential components of leveraging big data analytics.
In summary, the rise of big data analytics in healthcare settings presents an exciting opportunity to leverage the power of increasingly voluminous healthcare data in ways that were simply impossible as recently as 10 years ago. However, it is critical to recognize that the fundamental pitfalls of observational data analysis cannot be ignored, and in fact, the risks of such pitfalls demand rigorous scientific testing and novel methods for peer review of big data analytic models. Neither enthusiasm for the potential of big data analytics to transform care, nor the complexity of big data methods, should obviate the need for rigorous scientific evaluation. Big data analytics are fundamentally a tool that will require, like any other medical intervention, clinical integration with quality improvement activities to have a meaningful, positive impact on health and health care. The field of cardiovascular outcomes research should embrace these new techniques, rigorously assess the scientific studies using these methods, and guide policymakers, clinicians, and patients on their meaningful implementation.
